
Code Price

BMW4T1009T-AB € 660,00

BMW4T1009C-AB € 610,00

BMW4T1009S-AB € 535,00

BMWEVO3109T-AB € 510,00

BMWEVO3109S-AB € 450,00

BMWEVO3109B-AB € 480,00

BMWEVO3108T-AB € 510,00

BMWEVO3108S-AB € 450,00

BMWEVO3108B-AB € 480,00

Homologated muffler * EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, black satin finish  body 

+ link pipe for original collectors

Homologated muffler * *EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, satin finish  body + link 

pipe for original collectors

EVOXTREME 

 Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body satin or black satin finish)

Link where is possible to see and download photo  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2wnre2nonphp8jv/AADwUC2acaKTEJaUZ01Pn6aJa?dl=0

Homologated muffler * EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, titanium body + link 

pipe for original collectors

Omologations and reports

EVOXTREME 
 Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body satin or black satin finish)

Homologated muffler ** EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, black satin finish 

body + link pipe for original collectors

Homologated muffler * *EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, titanium  body + link 

pipe for original collectors

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE

BMW F 800 GS

 4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

* :   HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - 97/24/9/CE-2016/60/CE - Approval n. 1222 - Homologation valid for F800GS/ADV cc798 con 63kw

** :  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - 97/24/9/CE-2016/60/CE - Approval n. 1222 - Homologation valid for F800R cc798 con 64kw

*** :  *:  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Engine type":  802EA  -Num. omolog.: G 00105

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of conformity. Since 

the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type on the registration card 

with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the specific 

model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the 

exhaust

BMW F800 R '09-'16

Homologated silencer ***  4-TRACK   titanium  body, satin steel end cup and 

link pipe for original collectors

Description

Homologated silencer ***  4-TRACK   ceramic black stainless steel body , 

satin steel end cup and link pipe for original collectors

Homologated muffler * EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, satin finish  body + link 

pipe for original collectors

Homologated silencer ***  4-TRACK  stainless steel satin finish  body , satin 

steel end cup  and link pipe for original collectors

Link where is possible to see and download photo - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vmlnsaxovbqi236/AADi1ThXqhLjkEXbCj9pkJWOa?dl=0


